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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
1. In large-scale surveys conducted by National Statistical Offices (NSOs), the treatment of non-
sampling errors represents a critical problem because of its impact on the quality of final results. There is no 
generally adopted formal definition of editing, depending on the goals of the editing operation (Granquist, 
1995). We adopt the UNITED NATIONS (2000) definition: “an editing procedure is the process of detecting 
and handling errors in data, including the definition of a consistent system of requirements, their verification 
on given data, and elimination or substitution of data which is in contradiction with the defined requirements. 
Imputation is a procedure for entering a value for a specific data item where the response is missing or 
unusable”. In this paper, we will refer to Editing and Imputation (E&I) as the integrated set of actions and 
procedures aiming at producing complete and coherent datasets by identifying and eliminating non-sampling 
errors from statistical data. 
 
2. Measuring and documenting the effects on data of any data processing activity performed during the 
survey production process, including E&I, has become a mandatory requirement in many NSOs.  
As relating to E&I, the importance of gathering information during this data processing phase has been 
widely recognised (Granquist, 1997b). In this context, required information relates to the quality of the E&I 
process (its suitability with respect to data problems, process costs and timeliness), the data accuracy 
(amount of errors, their characteristics, their possible sources), and the E&I performance (its statistical 
impact on data). 
 
3. This information is generally acquired through different evaluation and assessment activities at 
different stages of the E&I life-cycle (Granquist, 1997a; Di Zio et al., 2001): before the application of E&I 
methods, for testing their quality in terms of their suitability with respect to the specific survey quality 
requirements; during E&I, for monitoring performance aspects (e.g. time and resources spent, impact on data 
and error characteristics) and tuning the procedure; after the data processing, for documentation and survey 
management purposes. 
 
4. In the area of evaluating, monitoring and documenting the effects of E&I, during last years ISTAT 
researchers worked mainly in two directions:  

                                                 
1 Prepared by Giorgio Della Rocca (dellaroc@istat.it), Orietta Luzi (luzi@istat.it), Emanuela Scavalli (scavalli@istat.it), 
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a. identifying appropriate sets of statistical measures (quality and performance indicators), either at 
micro (elementary data) and/or macro (marginal and joint distributions) levels, for evaluating the 
quality of E&I or assessing its impact on data distributions and relations. A great deal of research 
activity has been performed in these areas (among others, see Whitridge, 1999; Madsen, 2000; 
Nordbotten 1997 and 2001; Cirianni et al., 2001). In the area of evaluating the quality of E&I 
procedures/methods, the EUREDIT project2 established a general framework in the evaluation field 
(Charlton, 2003; Chambers, 2001). Exploiting and integrating the EUREDIT research activity, some 
standard indicators associated to specific quality criteria have been defined at variable level; 

b. providing survey managers with the Information System for Survey Documentation – SIDI. SIDI is 
aimed at documenting and assessing the quality of survey production processes (including E&I) and 
data quality through the integrated management of metadata and standard quality indicators 
(Brancato et al., 1998). The assessment of quality and the standardization of quality reporting are 
central problems not only at NSO level, but also in an international perspective, particularly in the 
context of the European Statistical System (Lyberg L. et al., 2001, Eurostat, 2000).  

 
5. The activity was then concentrated in developing the generalized tool IDEA (Indices for Data 
Editing Assessment) described in this paper. Through the computation of different measures, IDEA allows 
survey managers to carry on the evaluation analysis under some specific contexts: the evaluation of the 
quality of E&I procedures; the assessment of the statistical effects on survey data of E&I activities; the 
production of standard quality indicators for SIDI. While the last two contexts imply the computation of 
standard indicators through the comparison of raw (original) and final or clean (edited and imputed) data, in 
the first context these indicators are computed through the comparison between true and final data. 
 
6. The paper is structured as follows: in section II the problem of evaluating the quality and the effects 
of editing and imputation processes is discussed. The identified solutions are described as well as the 
indicators implemented in IDEA. Section III focuses on the standard documentation of E&I processes and on 
the evaluation of the overall impact of E&I on survey data as managed in the SIDI system. Issues related to 
the implementation of the SIDI system and the relationships with IDEA are also presented. In section IV the 
main operational characteristics of the software IDEA are illustrated. Concluding remarks are in section V. 
 
 
II. EVALUATING THE QUALITY AND THE EFFECTS OF EDITING AND IMPUTATION 
PROCESSES 
 
7. E&I methods are generally evaluated for two main purposes: 

a. measuring the quality of E&I methods in terms of their capability of correctly identifying and 
restoring “true” data in sampling units; 

b. assessing the E&I statistical effects on data. 
It is obvious that the first type of evaluation implies the knowledge of “true” data for each unit: a low cost 
consuming approach allowing this situation is based on the use of the simulation approach (Schulte 
Nordholt, 1998; Manzari et al., 1999), also adopted in the EUREDIT project for the comparative evaluation 
of competitive E&I methods. This kind of evaluation is typically performed in the E&I design and test phase, 
for assessing the suitability of a given strategy for a specific application/problem. 
 
8. The second kind of evaluation is typical of those phases of an E&I process (process monitoring and 
tuning, analysis of E&I results) in which it is important not only to measure the modifications produced on 
statistical properties of data, but also to verify that the process meets the expected quality and cost 
requirements. Possible problems in data and data processing can be identified during E&I by monitoring its 
performance and comparing it with expected results. In this way, the process efficiency can be improved 
during the data processing itself by modifying the appropriate parameters. Once E&I has been completed, its 
impact on raw data is generally assessed through an analysis of E&I results, in order to both documenting the 
process and data characteristics, and planning possible future improvements of the survey process. 
 

                                                 
2 The EUREDIT Project was funded under EU Fifth Framework research program (www.cs.york.ac.uk/euredit/). 
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9. In order to build up a general environment in which both evaluations a) and b) were possible, we 
started from the research work done during the EUREDIT project, in which the following performance 
criteria were adopted for evaluating the quality of E&I methods (Chambers, 2001): 

- preservation of elementary values; 
- preservation of marginal and joint distributions; 
- preservation of aggregates; 
- preservation of relations. 

 
10. It is obvious that all criteria assume different meanings depending on the evaluation purpose. For 
example, in the evaluation context a), the preservation of values criterion has to be interpreted as the 
capability of recovering the true value for each item either missing or erroneous, while in case b) it simply 
measures the amount of changes produced by the E&I procedure. In the latter case, this information is useful 
for example, when our aim is to preserve data coherence and completeness while minimizing the amount of 
data changes, like in case of treatment of random errors. 
 
11. The relative importance of evaluation criteria varies depending on the investigation objectives. The 
individual accuracy of data could be not required if the survey objective is to publish parameters estimates 
for the investigated phenomena: in these cases, the estimates accuracy could be the only quality requirement 
needed. On the contrary, in the case that micro data have to be provided to end users, the preservation of 
values could become the most important criterion to be met. The distributional accuracy can assume a 
relevant role in the case that the distributional assumptions (univariate or multivariate) on observed variables 
are to be analysed or taken into account in subsequent statistical analyses. In general, the relevance and 
priority of the performance criteria mainly depend on the investigation objectives, the investigation 
characteristics, the nature of the analysed variables.  
 
12. Starting from the so far introduced criteria, we had to take into account the two different evaluation 
purposes a) and b) mentioned above in order to identify the appropriate performance indicators. In other 
words, an effort was required in order to identify a common set of indicators suitable for assessing both the 
quality and the effects of E&I (in the following we will use the term performance for indicating both 
purposes), regardless of the fact that we are comparing either raw and clean data or true and clean data. This 
task was not simple, particularly in the computation of some indices when using raw datasets, in which 
unacceptable or out of range data are generally present.  
In the following sub-sections the evaluation indicators implemented in IDEA for each performance criterion 
are illustrated. 
 
II.1 Preservation of individual data  

13. The performance of an E&I process in terms of its overall impact on individual data can be measured 
in terms of how much and in what direction each variable has been modified by the procedure itself. 
Different indicators can be used depending on the variable nature (categorical or continuous).  
 
14. Let Y be the variable subject to the E&I process, and let YR
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15. For both nominal and ordinal variables, useful information on changes in categories due to the E&I 
phase is obtained by analysing the transition matrix obtained by building up a contingency table in which the 
categories of Y in the two compared data sets are crossed together. The frequencies of cells outside the main 
diagonal represent the number of changes due to E&I. Anomalous frequencies indicate possible biasing 
effects of E&I.  
 
16. If Y is a continuous variable, the proposed indices take into account both the number and the amount 

of changes. They all belong to the class of measures 
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where a>0 is chosen in order to give the appropriate importance to high differences. The indices 
corresponding to α=1,2, ∝ have been implemented in IDEA.  
 

17. For continuous variables, indices directly obtained by the regression model R
i

F
i YY ×= β  are also 

used, such as the slope β, the R2 and adjusted R2, the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). In this case, 
graphical representations of data greatly help in identifying not effective performances. In figure 1 an 
example of IDEA scatter plot and indices obtained by regressing raw and final data for variable Age is 
shown.  
 
Figure 1: Results of the regression between raw and final data for variable Age 

 

 
II.2 Distributional accuracy 

18. Generally, the evaluation of the E&I effects on (marginal or joint) distributions can be measured by 
means of descriptive statistics (indicators, techniques of multivariate analysis) or test of hypothesis 
techniques. Descriptive indicators miss the idea of generalisation of the conclusion (inference), however they 
furnish a simple first measurement of the distance of the distributions, and then they can give some clues to 
understand if the distribution of the compared datasets are quite similar. With regard to test of hypothesis, we 
believe that, in the context of Official Statistics, non-parametric statistical methods should be preferred: it is 
always difficult to introduce a model in survey investigations related to Official Statistics, and in addition 
non-parametric methods require few assumptions about the underlying population from which data are 
obtained. Furthermore, most of the classical distribution-free tests are based on the assumptions that the 
random variables to be tested are independent random samples, and this property is not always satisfied in 
complex survey design often adopted by NSOs. For these reasons, we selected only descriptive statistics.  
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19. In case of categorical variables, for univariate distributions the following dissimilarity indices are 
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frequencies of category k  in the reference and in the final datasets. It is obvious that information on changes 
of marginal distributions is also provided in the transition matrices so far introduced. 
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are respectively the frequencies of the contingency table obtained by crossing the categories of Y and X. The 
index assumes values in the interval [0,1] and can be easily extended to any set of k variables (k≥2) to make 
analyses on multiple distributions. Note that for variable combinations assuming few categories, I3 can have 
a value lower than the value corresponding to variable combinations having many categories. Therefore, this 
index is useful when comparing results produced by different E&I methods on sets of variables with the 
same categories. 
 
21. For a continuous variable Y, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov index (KS) is used to assess the difference 
between the marginal distributions of the variable in the compared data sets. Let YR

n, YF
n be respectively the 
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II.3 Preservation of aggregates 

22. The impact of E&I on statistical aggregates is generally evaluated in terms of: 1) distance between 
the final estimate of the aggregate and the corresponding original one, and 2) non-sampling components of 
the variance of the aggregate estimate due to non sampling errors and E&I activities. 
The first aspect does not take into account the different mechanisms or models underlying the generation of 
errors (missing and inconsistent values). It can be simply evaluated by observing the differences between 
point estimates before and after E&I. To this aim, totals, means, variances and other (either weighted or not) 
statistics can be computed and analysed through IDEA. Synthetic distances (Chambers, 2001) among these 
statistics will be implemented in the software.  
It is well known that when estimating statistical parameters in presence of non-response and imputation, the 
variance of estimates gets inflated due to these non-sampling variability components. The most used 
approaches for correctly estimating variance in presence of this factors are re-sampling techniques (see, 
among others, Lee et. al., 2001; Rao, 2001; Beaumont et al., 2002), and multiple imputation (Rubin, 1987; 
Schafer, 1997). These aspects are not considered in the software IDEA, they represent a critical area for 
possible future developments. 
 
II.4 Preservation of relations 

23. One of the main drawbacks in using imputation relates to the fact that imputation has effect on 
multivariate relations between variables. Discussions about effects of imputation on data relationships can be 
found in Kalton et al. (1982), Kalton et al. (1986) and Little (1986). Recent research relates particularly to 
regression imputation (Shao et al., 2002), but more research is needed with respect to other imputation 
techniques. One traditional way of evaluating the effects of E&I on data relations consists in analysing 
changes produced on the covariance or correlation or association structure of reference data, depending on 
the variables nature.  
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24. For categorical variables, the preservation of the bivariate relation between items Y and X subject to 
E&I (either both or only one of them), is measured by analysing the Cramer contingency coefficient (Kendall 
et al., 1979) before and after the E&I process: 

C=
2

1
2

1)-c1,-min(rn 







×
χ

 

were the χ2 is the traditional squared contingency index based on the differences among the frequencies of 
the two-way contingency table crossing the r categories of Y and the c categories of X, and the 
corresponding theoretical frequencies (i.e. frequencies corresponding to no association), and n is the number 
of observations. C is 0 when Y and X are not associated, while in case of complete association its value is 1. 
Note that the I3 index previously introduced (section II.2) provides summary information about overall E&I 
effects on multivariate relationships.  
 
25. For continuous variables, IDEA allows to measure only the preservation of bivariate relations. This 
is done by analysing changes in usual measures (covariances and correlations) before and after the E&I 
process. For each couple of items subject to E&I, IDEA provides the covariance and the Pearson correlation 
indices.  
 
 
III. DOCUMENTING EDITING AND IMPUTATION PROCESSES: THE SIDI SYSTEM 
 
III.1 Quality indicators 

26. Since 2001, the Information System for Survey Documentation SIDI is implemented in ISTAT. In 
SIDI, survey managers document survey processes in terms of metadata and quality indicators in a standard 
and integrated way.  
 
27. Documentation in SIDI is process oriented, in the sense that it follows the different phases of the 
data production process. Considering the editing and imputation phase, survey managers are asked to provide 
information on the editing technique (e.g. manual, interactive, automatic) and on the methodology for 
detecting and correcting the errors (e.g. deterministic or stochastic methods), as well as one or more sets of 
quality indicators on the impact of editing and imputation procedures on data (Fortini et al., 2000, Fortini et 
al, 1999).  
 
28. The SIDI set of  standard quality indicators on E&I are described in table 1. As it can be seen by 
observing the indicators’ formulae, all the required numbers can be obtained comparing the raw and the final 
data matrices, following the process oriented approach.  
 
29. While the main aim of collecting metadata in a centralized system is documentation, the presence of 
quality indicators could be useful also for evaluation purposes. In fact, the first group of indicators (1 to 15) 
concerns the overall impact of E&I procedures on the data matrix. In particular, the first three ones provide 
the data matrix dimension, while the remaining ones measure specific aspects of  E&I performance. For 
example, the imputation rate is the percentage of survey data modified in some way by the E&I procedure. It 
can be interpreted as “how much E&I have modified the original data”. The percent composition of 
imputation rate suggests what are the major problems in the overall quality of collected (raw) data. High 
percentages of net imputation indicate an item non-response problem. Otherwise, high percentages of 
modification indicate that erroneous values are the main problem and it can be then investigated if these 
errors are originated by data collection or data entry. Indicators 16 to 23 concern the distributions of 
imputation rate by variables and by records. The indicators in this subset are voluntarily not very sensitive. 
They are meaningful only in the case that the impact of E&I on data is quite strong and they work as an 
alarm bell that indicates problems on the original data or on the E&I procedure. In fact, through the analysis 
of these indicators, it is possible to discover, for example, if the E&I procedure tends to work heavily on a 
few variables. In general terms this sub-set of indicators can be useful to understand the behaviour of the 
E&I procedure: if the values of these indicators are generally low, it means that the E&I procedure doesn’t 
modify so much the data and there aren’t groups of variables or records more affected than others. 
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30. As already mentioned, a survey manager can provide one or more sets of quality indicators. In fact, 
in a survey, different techniques and methods for E&I can be used and there can be more than one data 
matrix, for example related to different statistical units. Typically,  household surveys have a matrix in which 
each record is an household and it contains only the information collected on the household itself, and 
another data matrix in which each record refers to an individual (household component). Furthermore, most 
ISTAT surveys are sampling ones, and obviously in order to evaluate the real impact of E&I on estimates it’s 
necessary to calculate weighted standard indicators which take into account the sample weight of each 
statistical unit. In detail, a survey manager, for each survey occasion, has to provide a “principal” set of 
quality indicators, un-weighted, related to the most important survey data matrix (e.g. statistical unit), and to 
the most relevant E&I methodology (if it is possible to split the different E&I steps). Then, he/she can 
provide a weighted set, describing the weighting scheme and indicating the total number of un-weighted 
units. Finally, he/she can provide other sets of quality indicators related to other statistical units and/or E&I 
techniques. 

Table 1. Indicators on the quality of editing and imputation phase and their formulae  

N INDICATORS FORMULAE OR DEFINITIONS 
1 Total Records  
2 Total Variables  
3 Total Imputable Variables Number of potentially imputable variables by the editing procedures 3.  
4 Imputation Rate Values modified by E&I / potentially imputable values 4 
5 Modification Rate Changes from a value to a different imputed value / potentially imputable values 
6 Net Imputation Rate Changes from blank to a different imputed value / potentially imputable values 
7 Cancellation Rate Changes from a value to an imputed blank / potentially imputable values 
8 Non Imputation Rate Values not transformed by E&I  / potentially imputable values 
9 Blank Unmodified Values Rate Blank unmodified values / potentially imputable values  
10 Non Blank Unmodified Values Rate Non blank unmodified values / potentially imputable values 
Percent Components of Imputation Rate 
11 % of Modification Changes from a value to a different imputed value / imputed values 
12 % of Net Imputation Changes from blank to a different imputed value / imputed values 
13 % of Cancellation Changes from a value to an imputed blank / imputed values 
Percent Components of Non Imputation Rate 
14 % of Blank Unmodified Values Blank unmodified values / non imputed values 
15 % of Non Blank Unmodified Values Non blank unmodified values / non imputed values 
Indicators referred to Imputation Rate Distribution  
16 First Quartile of Imputation Rate 

Distribution by VARIABLE 
Value of the imputation rate leaving the 25% of the ordered variables to the left 

17 Third Quartile of Imputation Rate 
Distribution by VARIABLE 

Value of the imputation rate leaving the 75% of the ordered variables to the left 

18 Number of Variables with an imputation 
Rate greater than 5% 

 

19 Number of Variables with an Imputat ion 
Rate greater than 2% 

 

20 First Quartile of Imputation Rate 
Distribution by RECORD  

Value of the imputation rate leaving the 25% of the ordered units to the left 

21 Third Quartile of Imputation Rate 
Distribution by RECORD  

Value of the imputation rate leaving the 75% of the ordered units to the left 

22 Number of Records with an Imputation Rate 
greater than 5% 

 

23 Number of Records with an Imputation Rate 
greater than 2% 

 

 
31. For the principal set of indicators, the system, besides the indicators’ computation and tabular 
representation, provides various specifically designed functionalities for further analysis. Firstly, the 
indicators on the overall impact of E&I procedures on the data matrix can be analysed with regard to 
geographical detail. The system offers graphical representations (maps) of the indicators that allow subject 
matter experts to identify troubles in particular geographical areas. Through this functionality it is possible to 
perform an high level territorial monitoring of the quality of collected data. Secondly, through time series 
graphical representations, the system allows survey managers to monitor over time the values of various 

                                                 
3 Some variables might be excluded from the imputation process (e.g. identification codes) 
4 Potentially imputable values= Total records* Total imputable variables  
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indicators. Using this functionality, a subject matter expert is able to evaluate the performance of the E&I 
procedure and its impact on data through consecutive survey occasions. Finally, it is possible to make 
different types of comparisons to better evaluate the quality of survey data: 

a. For a given survey, the system permits to compare the value of an indicator with a general mean 
value, obtained averaging the values of the same indicator for all surveys.  

b. Furthermore, the comparison could be done with particular averages calculated within subgroup of 
surveys that use the same E&I methodology. 

c. At last, it is possible to compare the values of the same indicator in different surveys. 
 
32. At the moment, the mentioned functionalities are available only for the main set of indicators. They 
will be soon implemented even for the weighted set, for which now only the indicators’ computation is 
available. For the further sets of indicators the system builds reports containing all the indicators values and 
the metadata necessary to correctly interpret the indicators. 
 
III.2 Implementing the SIDI system 

33. Implementing and maintaining information systems is a demanding task. Even if documentation is 
recognised as an important aspect of quality, it is time-consuming and survey managers do not usually 
consider it as part of their current production activity (Blanc M. et al., 2001). Therefore, it is important to 
have a strategy for populating and keeping information systems updated.  
 
34. In particular, the SIDI system has a considerable impact on current statistical activity. In fact, survey 
managers are required not only to provide metadata on the information content and the production process, 
but also to calculate a set of standard quality indicators for the main phases (frame, data collection, data 
entry, editing and imputation, timeliness and costs) of each survey occasion. Both aspects (documentation of 
survey metadata and calculation of standard indicators) require specific training and knowledge of the 
system definitions and functionalities. However, the calculation of quality indicators has the greatest impact 
from a technical and organisational point of view. With regard to survey metadata, the bigger effort is needed 
the first time the survey manager has to document her/his survey. Once the survey documentation has been 
completed, the metadata only need to be updated when a change occurs. Differently, the standard quality 
indicators have to be calculated for each survey occasion. Thus implying an additional amount of work for 
the survey managers. Furthermore, for certain surveys it might be necessary to review some procedures in 
order to be able to calculate the SIDI indicators.  
 
35. The awareness of such problems has brought us to define a strategy for the implementation of the 
SIDI system. Three main aspects of such a strategy are to be mentioned: 

a. The net of quality facilitators inside Istat. It is a new role for Istat which has been designed for 
supporting the release of SIDI. The quality facilitators are experts of quality issues and of the SIDI 
system whose task is to document and update the survey metadata and to calculate the standard 
quality indicators. After attending an especially designed training course, the quality facilitators are 
formally appointed. It is foreseen to train a quality facilitator for each Istat survey, thus creating a net 
inside the Institute. Up to now, some 50 people have already been trained. The training of the quality 
facilitators is going to be completed by 2003.  

b. The development of generalised software to support the survey managers in the calculation of 
standard quality indicators. As already mentioned, the quality indicators managed into SIDI are 
process oriented. This means that they could be obtained as a by-product of the survey production 
process itself. Furthermore, different production processes are homogeneous with respect to the 
evaluation of a given set of standard quality indicators. An example are the “data entry” quality 
indicators for all those surveys which use external companies. For these surveys, Istat applies the 
same quality control procedure for assessing the quality of data entry. Therefore, it is planned to 
develop a generalised procedure for the calculation of SIDI indicators related to this phase. The 
availability of generalised software for calculating quality indicators is one of the major support that 
could be provided to survey managers in order to simplify and speed up their work. In fact, a main 
purpose is to integrate as much as possible the quality activity into statistical production processes. 
The software IDEA has been developed also for these purposes and it is now currently used to 
provide quality indicators for the SIDI system. The relationships between IDEA and SIDI are better 
described below. 
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c. The integration between SIDI and other local information systems or data bases where relevant 
information for the calculation of quality indicators is stored. Examples are the information system 
for monitoring the data collection phase for business structural statistics and the data base with data 
collection information related to multipurposes surveys.  

 
36. SIDI is actually made up of two different subsystem: SIDI1 is the management system for inserting, 
modifying and updating metadata and quality indicators; and SIDITOP is the display system for querying 
and navigating through metadata and quality indicators. At the moment SIDITOP is available on ISTAT 
intranet. To assure that the indicators are calculated in the same standard way by each survey, it has been 
decided to ask survey managers to provide in SIDI1 the numerators and the denominators (numbers) needed 
for calculating the indicators. The system itself calculates the quality indicators. By means of SIDITOP, the 
quality indicators can be analysed (time series and/or geographical analyses) and compared (among different 
surveys and with general and specific mean values). With regard to E&I indicators the numerators and the 
denominators of the formulae in table 1 are to be inserted in SIDI1. To this purpose, survey managers need to 
compare raw and clean data sets for the same survey occasion. This would have required the survey 
managers to prepare some ad hoc programmes in order to calculate the numbers for SIDI1, implying possible 
errors in computations and loss in timeliness of the system update. As mentioned before, such a work was 
needed for every survey using an E&I procedure, regardless to the procedure used (i.e. deterministic or 
stochastic imputation). Therefore, the best way to support survey managers in this specific task was to 
develop a generalised software which could automatically produce the input numbers for SIDI1 by 
comparing raw and clean data sets. The software IDEA easily provides such numbers in a standard way for 
all Istat surveys. In conclusion, it is worth mentioning that IDEA has an added value because the 
documentation activity required by the SIDI system for the E&I phase can be done with the same generalised 
software that can be used to tune and monitor the E&I process.  
 
 
IV. THE SOFTWARE IDEA: OPERATIONAL ASPECTS 
 
37. The generalised software IDEA has been implemented in SAS/AF, and allows the computation of 
standard indicators under different evaluation contexts through the comparison of appropriate couples of data 
sets. When measuring the effects of E&I, IDEA allows two types of evaluations based on the comparison of 
raw and clean data: 

a. evaluating effects at “high” level, i.e. by considering all variables and units subject to E&I; 
b. evaluating effects at “low” level, i.e. by considering single items (or subsets of items) and/or 

subgroups of units. 
Different indices are used in the two approaches. In the first case, IDEA allows the computation of the SIDI 
standard quality measures. In the second approach, IDEA provides different types of indices depending on 
the particular investigated aspect (preservation of elementary data, distributions, aggregates, relations). 
 
38. When evaluating the quality of E&I, the capability of the procedure of correctly deal with errors is 
evaluated through indicators computed by comparing true and clean data. The evaluation level is the ”low” 
one, i.e. single items (or subsets of items) and/or subgroups of units are considered. The statistical measures 
used in this case are the same as those used for evaluating the effects of E&I at “low” level. 
 
39. As so far mentioned, IDEA allows survey managers computing indicators on particular subsets of 
units: i) at both “high” and “low” level, separate analyses can be performed on different data domains 
identified by a stratification item; ii) at “low” level, for each item subject to E&I, E&I effects or quality can 
be evaluated by considering only the subset of data modified during E&I. This last aspect is particularly 
useful when we want to perform more detailed analyses, or when the percentage of modified values is low 
with respect to the overall observed values, thus analysing all observations should mask the real E&I impact 
on data. In case of sample surveys, at both “high” and “low” level weighted performance indicators can be 
computed. 
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
40. Information on E&I quality and impact represents not only a requirement at NSOs level, but also a 
powerful tool that survey subject matters can use for better understanding data and process characteristics. 
Improvements in the short and medium run can be produced on the basis of indications provided by the 
analysis of the performance of E&I activities on specific items, units, errors. IDEA is a generalized software 
allowing different types of evaluations aiming at satisfying different needs of subject matter experts. At the 
present stage of development, IDEA provides a set of statistical measures partially inspired to the evaluation 
measures used in the EUREDIT project, and allows the computation of the standard quality indicators 
required by the ISTAT SIDI system. IDEA is currently used by ISTAT survey managers because of its 
usefulness in terms of standardization and simplification of the available indicators calculation. 
 
41. Further software developments are planned, particularly relating to the evaluation of E&I effects on 
data relationships and multivariate distributions. Indices for evaluating the quality of editing like those 
proposed in Manzari et al. (1999) will be also implemented in the software. Appropriate synthetic measures 
are also needed to better evaluate the E&I impact on estimates like totals, means, variances. Finally, 
additional data and data distributions graphical representations could improve the evaluation effectiveness. 
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